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The quadrupole vibrational modes of neutron-rich $N = 28$ isotones ($^{48}$Ca, $^{46}$Ar, $^{44}$S, and $^{42}$Si) are investigated by using the canonical-basis time-dependent Hartree–Fock–Bogoliubov theory with several choice of energy density functionals, including nuclear pairing correlation. It is found that the quenching of the $N = 28$ shell gap and the proton holes in the $sd$ shell trigger quadrupole correlation and increase the collectivity of the low-lying $2^+$ state in $^{46}$Ar. It is also found that the pairing correlation plays an important role to increase the collectivity. We also demonstrate that the same mechanism to enhance the low-lying collectivity applies to other $N = 28$ isotones $^{44}$S and $^{42}$Si, and it generates a couple of low-lying $2^+$ states which can be associated with the observed $2^+$ states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As represented by the pygmy dipole mode [1–4], there are novel excitation modes peculiar to unstable nuclei. In particular, the low-lying collective excitation modes are quite sensitive to the underlying shell structure and the pairing correlations, and hence the quenched shell gaps in unstable nuclei should generate unique collective modes.

One of the interesting examples is the $N = 28$ shell gap which is known to be quenched in the vicinity of $^{44}$S and which has been given considerable experimental [5–21] and theoretical attention [22–32]. Since the the orbital angular momenta of $f_{7/2}$ and $p_{3/2}$ differ by two, the quench of the $N = 28$ shell gap will lead to the strong quadrupole correlation of neutrons. Furthermore, the protons in Si, S, and Ar isotopes occupy the middle of the $sd$ shell, and hence, the quadrupole correlation should also exist in the proton side. Therefore, once the $N = 28$ shell gap is quenched, the strong quadrupole correlations among protons and neutrons will be ignited and lead to a novel variety of the excitation modes. Indeed, various exotic phenomena such as the shape transition in Si and S isotopes and the coexistence of various deformed states are theoretically suggested [30–32].

In this paper, we report the low-lying quadrupole excitation modes in $^{46}$Ar, $^{44}$S, and $^{42}$Si generated by the strong quadrupole correlation between protons and neutrons. To access the low-lying quadrupole modes of these isotopes, we apply the canonical-basis time-dependent Hartree–Fock–Bogoliubov (Cb-TDHF) theory [33] which has been successfully applied to the study of the dipole [33,34] and quadrupole [35] resonances of nuclei of wide mass range. The Cb-TDHF can describe self-consistently the dynamical effects of pairing correlation which has a significant role in generating the low-lying quadrupole strength, as reported in Refs. [36–40].

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we present the Cb-TDHF equations, the choice of energy density functional, and the method to evaluate the strength function of quadrupole modes and $B(E2)$. In Sec. III, the results of $^{48}$Ca and $^{46}$Ar obtained by using the Skyrme SkI3 parameter set are presented, and the enhancement of the low-lying quadrupole mode in $^{46}$Ar is demonstrated. The interaction dependencies of the results are also discussed. Furthermore, the low-lying states of other $N = 28$ isotones ($^{44}$S, $^{42}$Si) are also investigated. Finally, Sec. IV summarizes this work.

II. FORMULATION

In this section, we introduce the Cb-TDHF equation briefly, choice of interaction, and the method to evaluate the quadrupole strength function and $B(E2)$.

A. Canonical-basis time-dependent Hartree–Fock–Bogoliubov equation

By assuming the diagonal form of the pairing functional, the Cb-TDHF equations [33] are derived from the full TDHF equation represented in the canonical basis $\{\phi_l(t), \phi_l(t)\}$ which diagonalize a density matrix. The Cb-TDHF equations describe the time evolution of the canonical pair $\{\phi_l(t), \phi_l(t)\}$, and its occupation probability $\rho_l(t)$ and pair probability $\kappa_l(t)$,

$$\begin{align}
\frac{d}{dt}|\phi_l(t)\rangle &= \left[ h(t) - \eta_l(t) \right]|\phi_l(t)\rangle, \\
\frac{\delta}{\delta t}|\phi_l(t)\rangle &= \left[ h(t) - \eta_l(t) \right]|\phi_l(t)\rangle, \\
\frac{i}{\hbar} \rho_l(t) &= \kappa_l(t) \Delta^*_{\gamma}(t) - \kappa^*_l(t) \Delta_{\gamma}(t), \\
\frac{i}{\hbar} \kappa_l(t) &= [\eta(t) + \eta_l(t)]\kappa(t) + \Delta(t)[2\rho(t) - 1],
\end{align}$$

where $\eta_l(t) \equiv \langle \phi_l(t)|h(t)|\phi_l(t)\rangle$, and the $h(t)$ and $\Delta(t)$ are the single-particle Hamiltonian and the gap energy, respectively. The numerical calculation was performed in the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space representation. The canonical basis $\phi_l(r, \sigma; t) = \langle r, \sigma|\phi_l(t)\rangle$ with $\sigma = \pm 1/2$ is expressed in the space which is discretized in a square mesh of 1.0 fm inside of a sphere of radius 18 fm. We introduce the absorbing boundary condition (ABC) to eliminate unphysical modes by adding a complex potential $-i\xi(r)$ to the single-particle Hamiltonian $h(t)$ in accordance with Refs. [41,42].
Here $\xi(r)$ is given as

$$
\xi(r) = \begin{cases} 
0 & (0 < r < R_0) \\
\xi_0 \frac{|r-R_0|}{r_{ABC}} & (R_0 < r < R),
\end{cases}
$$

(2)

where $R = R_0 + r_{ABC} = 18$ fm. We set the ABC effective range $r_{ABC} = 6$ fm and the depth $\xi_0 = 3.75$ MeV.

**B. Choice of energy density functional**

We apply the Skyrme functionals to the particle-hole (ph) channel. Unless otherwise mentioned explicitly, we adopt the SkI3 parameter set [43] which, among the parameter sets we tested, most reasonably describes the proton and neutron single-particle levels in the vicinity of $^{48}$Ca. It is experimentally known that the $N = 28$ shell gap is approximately 4.8 MeV [44] and the proton $s_{1/2}$ is a few hundreds of keV above $d_{3/2}$ [45,46]. To investigate the interaction dependence of the results, we also show the results obtained using the SkM* parameter set [47], that yields a smaller $N = 28$ shell gap and a different order of proton $s_{1/2}$ and $d_{3/2}$ shells.

We use a schematic pairing interaction form that was employed in Ref. [33]. The pairing energy $E_{pair}$ and gap parameter $\Delta_r(t)$ are written as

$$
E_{pair} = \sum_{\tau=\sigma,p} \sum_{k,j=0} G_{0k}^2 \sum f(\varepsilon^0_\tau) f(\varepsilon^{10}_\tau) \langle \delta_{k,j} \rangle \langle \delta_{c^\tau} \rangle, 
$$

(3)

where the cutoff function $f(\varepsilon)$ depends on the single-particle energy $\varepsilon^0_\tau$ in the ground state [33,34]. In this work, we tested several choices of the pairing strength $G_{0k}$, which will be explained in the next section.

**C. Strength function and $B(E2)$**

In order to induce quadrupole responses, we add a weak instantaneous external field $V_{ext}(r,t) = \eta \hat{F}_K(r) \delta(t)$ to initial states of the time evolution. Here the quadrupole external field acting on proton, neutron, isoscalar (IS), and isovector (IV) channels are given as $\hat{F}_K \equiv \left( \frac{1+\pi}{2}, 1 \right) \otimes \left( \frac{2}{2} Y_{2K} + r^2 Y_{2-K} \right)/\sqrt{2(1+\delta_{K0})}$. The amplitude of the external field is chosen so small that a second number $\eta = 1 \sim 3 \times 10^{-3}$ fm$^{-2}$ to guarantee the linearity. The strength function $S(E; \hat{F}_K)$ in each channel is obtained through the Fourier transformation of the time-dependent expectation value $\langle \Psi(t) | \hat{F}_K | \Psi(t) \rangle$:

$$
S(E; \hat{F}_K) \equiv \sum_n |\langle \Psi_n | \hat{F}_K | \Psi_0 \rangle|^2 \delta(E_n - E) 
$$

$$
= -\frac{1}{\eta} \text{Im} \int_0^\infty \left( |\mathcal{F}_K(t) - \mathcal{F}_K(0)\right| e^{i(E+i\Gamma)/2\eta} dt,
$$

(4)

where $|\Psi_0\rangle$ and $|\Psi_n\rangle$ are the ground and excited states, respectively, while $|\Psi(t)\rangle$ is a time-dependent many-body wave function described by Cb-TDHF equations. $\Gamma$ is a smoothing parameter set to 1 MeV. We also performed unperturbed calculations in which $h(t)$ in Eq. (1) is replaced with the static single-particle Hamiltonian $h(t=0)$ computed by using the ground-state density. By comparing the results obtained by the fully self-consistent and unperturbed calculations, we investigate the effects of the residual interaction on the collectivity of the low-lying states.

To analyze the peak structure, we fit the $S(E; \hat{F}_K)$ below 10 MeV by the sum of Lorentzians $\mathcal{L}_k(E; \hat{F}_K)$:

$$
S(E; \hat{F}_K) \approx \sum_k \mathcal{L}_k(E; \hat{F}_K) 
$$

$$
\equiv \sum_k \frac{a_k^2 (\Gamma/2)^2}{(E - E_{2K}^0)^2 + (\Gamma/2)^2},
$$

(5)

where $k$ is a label of $2^+$ state and $\Gamma$ corresponds to the smoothing parameter in Eq. (4). The reduced transition probabilities in the proton and neutron channels, which are denoted as $B_k(E^+ 2^+)$ and $B_k(N^+ 2^+)$, are evaluated by integrating $\mathcal{L}_k(E; \hat{F}_K)$ for each state,

$$
B_k(E^+ 2^+) \equiv \sum_k \langle 2^+_k | \hat{Q}_{2K} \frac{1+\pi}{2} | 0^+ \rangle ^2 
$$

$$
\approx 5 \int_0^\infty \mathcal{L}_k(E; \hat{F}_K=0) dE.
$$

(6)

The approximation in bottom line of Eq. (6) is reasonable for spherical nuclei such as $^{48}$Ca and $^{46}$Ar but gets worse for deformed nuclei $^{44}$Si and $^{42}$Si.

We mention spurious modes in the present calculations. In our scheme, spurious modes (pairing rotation, spatial rotation, etc.) come up at zero energy in principle [33]. By the accurate time evolution using the fourth-order expansion of Cb-TDHF to conserve particle number, and by preparing the ground-state wave function with the expectation value of center of mass less than $10^{-12}$ fm. These spurious modes are greatly reduced and almost invisible.

**III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

**A. $^{48}$Ca and $^{46}$Ar**

First, we examine the quadrupole responses of double-closed-shell nucleus $^{48}$Ca which is spherical and has no superfluid phase. The calculated neutron $pf$-shell gap 5.0 MeV, the order of proton $s_{1/2}$ and $d_{3/2}$, and their energy gap 0.57 MeV are consistent with the experimental data in the vicinity of $^{48}$Ca [44–46]. The strength functions in the IS and IV channels shown in Fig. 1(a) have two peaks at 3.9 and 8.7 MeV in addition to the IS giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) at 20 MeV and the IVGQR having a broad distribution around 30 MeV. The properties of these two peaks below 10 MeV become clear by comparing the results in the proton and neutron channels [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. Their strengths in the neutron channel are much larger than those in the proton channel showing the dominance of neutron excitation and their energies approximately agree with the neutron shell gaps between $f_{7/2}(p_{3/2})$ (5.0 MeV) and $f_{7/2}-f_{5/2}$ (8.4 MeV). Now we focus on the lowest peak to examine how the residual interaction affects the low-lying quadrupole modes by comparing the unperturbed and fully self-consistent results. The lowest peak at 5.0 MeV ($f_{7/2} \rightarrow p_{3/2}$) in the unperturbed neutron channel is lowered by 1.1 MeV and its strength is increased by a factor of 2.5 in the fully self-consistent results,
as shown in Table I. The residual interaction between protons and neutrons induces a weak strength in the proton channel at the same energy where no strength exists in the unperturbed result, and hence this proton small peak cannot be attributed to the proton single-particle excitations. The evaluated first peak energy is \( E(2^+; 39) = 3.9 \text{ MeV} \) and \( B(E2) = 52 \text{ e}^2 \text{ fm}^4 \) \( \simeq 1.0 \text{ W.U.} \). (Weisskopf unit) listed in Table I reasonably agree with those of the observed \( 2^+ \) state, \( E(2^+; 48Ca) = 3.83 \text{ MeV} \) and \( B(E2; 48Ca) = 95 \pm 32 \text{ e}^2 \text{ fm}^4 \) \( \simeq 1.8 \pm 0.6 \text{ W.U.} \) [48]. Although the observed and calculated \( B(E2) \) strength are not as large as to be “collective”, this result demonstrates that the residual interaction between protons and neutrons potentially induces proton collectivity even in the double-closed-shell nuclei. Naturally, we expect that this induction mechanism strongly depends on the size of the \( N = 28 \) shell gap and the shell ordering and energy gap of the proton \( sd \) shell, and we will see the proton collectivity is reinforced in neutron deficient \( N = 28 \) isotones in the following.

Now, we discuss the low-lying \( 2^+ \) states of \( ^{46}\text{Ar} \). Here the proton pairing strength \( G^p_0 \) is chosen so that the pairing gap reproduces the empirical value \( \Delta^p = 2.7 \text{ MeV} \) evaluated by the three-points formula,\(^1\) while that for neutrons is set to zero, which is consistent with the HFB calculations with Gogny force [25]. Other choice of pairing strength and the dependence of the results on the choice will be discussed in the next section.

With this choice of \( G^p_0 \), the ground state of \( ^{46}\text{Ar} \) is spherical. If the proton pairing is switched off the ground state is oblately deformed \( (\beta = -0.18) \), which implies the weaker magicity of \( N = 28 \) in \( ^{46}\text{Ar} \) than \( ^{48}\text{Ca} \). Indeed, the calculated \( N = 28 \) shell gap (see Table II) is slightly reduced in \( ^{46}\text{Ar} \) (4.5 MeV) compared with that in \( ^{48}\text{Ca} \) (5.0 MeV), which is consistent with observed gaps of \( ^{46}\text{Ar} \) (4.4 MeV) and \( ^{48}\text{Ca} \) (4.8 MeV) [44]. The unperturbed strengths in the proton and neutron channels in the Fig. 1(e) and 1(f) are quite similar to those of \( ^{48}\text{Ca} \) except for minor differences: (1) the reduction of the lowest peak energy in the neutron channel due to the quenching of the \( N = 28 \) shell gap, and (2) the small peak located around 6.6 MeV in the proton channel that is generated by the proton-hole states in the \( sd \) shell.

In the fully self-consistent results, strong peaks emerge around 2.7 MeV in all channels as shown in Figs. 1(d)–1(f). The neutron strength function looks similar to that of \( ^{48}\text{Ca} \) except for the very pronounced lowest peak. Similar to \( ^{48}\text{Ca} \), the corresponding proton peak at the same energy is also induced due to the residual interaction. However, it is notable that energy of the lowest peak is considerably lowered and its strength is much more enhanced than \( ^{48}\text{Ca} \), and their values are \( B(E2; 48Ca) = 114 \text{ e}^2 \text{ fm}^4 \) and \( B(N2+; 48Ca) = 748 \text{ e}^2 \text{ fm}^4 \).

Experimentally, small and large values of \( B(E2; 0^+_1 \rightarrow 2^+_1) \) at 1.55 MeV have been reported: in the Coulomb-excitation study \( B(E2; 48Ca) = 196 \pm 39 \text{ (218 \pm 31) e}^2 \text{ fm}^4 \) and \( B(N2+; 48Ca) = 4.0 \pm 0.8 \text{ (4.4 \pm 0.6) W.U.} \) [5,6], and in the lifetime

\[^1\Delta^p(N,Z) = [2B(N,Z) - B(N,Z - 1) - B(N,Z + 1)]/2, \text{ where } B(N,Z) \text{ is a binding energy.}\]

---

**TABLE I.** Peak position \( E(2^+; \Delta E_{\text{col}}) \) [MeV] and the evaluated transition strengths \( B(N2+; \Delta E_{\text{col}}) \) [e\(^2\) fm\(^4\)] are also shown for \( ^{48}\text{Ca} \) and \( ^{46}\text{Ar} \). The height \( a_k [e^2 \text{ fm}^4/\text{MeV}] \) of Lorentzian obtained by fitting the strength functions below 10 MeV [see Eqs. (5) and (6)].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( E(2^+) )</th>
<th>( B(2E2) )</th>
<th>( B(N2+) )</th>
<th>( a_k )</th>
<th>( a_k^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(^{48}\text{Ca} )</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^{46}\text{Ar} )</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE II. Properties of the single-particle levels of $^{48}$Ca and $^{46}$Ar around the chemical potential. $J$, $\epsilon_1$, and $\rho_l$ denote their angular momenta, energies, and occupation probabilities, respectively. When $\rho_l$ is an integer (“1” or “0”), the nucleus has no superfluid phase in neutron or proton. The single-particle states more than 7.5 MeV above the chemical potential are not shown, due to the cutoff energy in the pairing channel [33].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$^{48}$Ca</th>
<th>Neutron</th>
<th>Proton</th>
<th>$^{46}$Ar</th>
<th>Neutron</th>
<th>Proton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$J$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_1$</td>
<td>$\rho_l$</td>
<td>$J$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_1$</td>
<td>$\rho_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{5/2}$</td>
<td>-1.42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$p_{1/2}$</td>
<td>-2.10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{1/2}$</td>
<td>-3.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$p_{3/2}$</td>
<td>-3.61</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{3/2}$</td>
<td>-4.78</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$f_{7/2}$</td>
<td>-8.09</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{3/2}$</td>
<td>-19.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$s_{1/2}$</td>
<td>-17.39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{1/2}$</td>
<td>-19.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$d_{3/2}$</td>
<td>-17.02</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{5/2}$</td>
<td>-25.28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$d_{5/2}$</td>
<td>-23.42</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

measurement $B(E2\uparrow) = 570^{+330}_{-160}\, e^2\, fm^4 = 11.6^{+3.8}_{-1.3}$ W.U. [8]. In both experiments, the $E(2\uparrow)$ is decreased and the $B(E2)$ is enhanced compared with $^{48}$Ca, although they have large discrepancy [8,49].

In this section, we focus on the low-lying quadrupole mode of the nuclei which have a neutron magic number $N = 28$ and their shape are spherical, i.e., $^{48}$Ca and $^{46}$Ar. The hole state in the $sd$ shell is a very important “seed” to generate a strong lowest $2^+$ state and to induce the $pn$-quadrupole correlation which does not appear in the double-closed-shell nucleus. The keys that the mode to get a stronger collectivity in $^{46}$Ar will be due to the proton hole states and the neutron $pf$-shell quenching, while working the pairing correlation. To understand the mechanism of the $2^+$ state, we investigate the interaction dependencies in $ph$ and $pp$($hh$) channel, namely structure and correlation dependencies in the next section.

B. Interaction dependence of $^{46}$Ar

To investigate how the enhancement of the low-lying strength depends on the underlying nuclear structure, we tested several different combinations of the energy density functional in $ph$ and $pp$($hh$) channels. In any cases we tested, the low-lying quadrupole collectivity in $^{46}$Ar is much more enhanced than in $^{48}$Ca, but its magnitude and distribution depend on the single-particle structure and pairing strength. To illustrate it, we discuss three cases, which are denoted $^{46}$Ar$^I$, $^{46}$Ar$^{II}$, and $^{46}$Ar$^{III}$ in the following.

The first case, $^{46}$Ar$^I$, is calculated by using SkM$^*$ in the $ph$ channel instead of SkI3, and the pairing strengths are determined in the same manner as that explained in Sec. III A, i.e., the strength $G^p_{\nu}$ of protons is so chosen to reproduce the empirical pairing gap, while that of the neutron has vanished. This choice of the energy functional yields the proton and neutron single-particle levels listed in Table III, where the $N = 28$ shell gap (3.31 MeV) is smaller than those of SkI3 and observations, and the order of proton $d_{3/2}$ and $s_{1/2}$ is reverted in contradiction to the observations. Figure 2 shows the strength functions of $^{46}$Ar$^I$ in proton [Fig. 2(a)] and neutron channels [Fig. 2(b)], which are obtained in the fully self-consistent (solid lines) and the unperturbed (thin chain lines) calculations. As clearly seen, the enhancement of the low-lying collectivity similar to the results shown in Fig. 1 is confirmed. However, there are several differences between the SkI3 and SkM$^*$ results: first, the low-lying peak is split into two, and second, the low-lying strength is increased. The origin of the splitting may be attributed to the proton excitation from $s_{1/2} \rightarrow d_{3/2}$. As already mentioned, SkM$^*$ yields different ordering of the proton $sd$ shell, $d_{3/2}$ is 1.2 MeV above $s_{1/2}$ and, hence, the corresponding proton excitation can be seen as a small peak at 1.2 MeV in the unperturbed proton strength function. By switching on the residual interaction, the proton excitation couples to the neutron excitations and grows to the peak at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$^{46}$Ar$^I$ (with SkM$^*$)</th>
<th>$^{46}$Ar$^{II}$ (with $\Delta^* \neq 0$)</th>
<th>$^{46}$Ar$^{III}$ (with weak $\delta^* F_{\nu}^{\Delta^* \neq 0}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$J$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_1$</td>
<td>$\rho_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{1/2}$</td>
<td>-3.06</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{3/2}$</td>
<td>-4.95</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{7/2}$</td>
<td>-8.26</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{3/2}$</td>
<td>-12.83</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{1/2}$</td>
<td>-15.22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{5/2}$</td>
<td>-19.34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. Same as Table II, but for $^{46}$Ar$^{II,III}$.  
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1.1 MeV in the full calculation. On the other hand, the peak at 2.3 MeV has a nature similar to that of the SkI3 result, i.e., it is dominated by the neutron excitations across the $N = 28$ shell gap and the proton excitation is induced by the residual interaction. The relatively reduced $N = 28$ shell gap in SkM$^*$ dearly increases the amount of the strengths below 5 MeV ($S_{E^2} \equiv \int_0^E S(E; E^2) dE$) from 109 $e^2 f^4$ (SkI3) to 139 $e^2 f^4$ (SkM$^*$). The other visible differences are the small peaks around 7 MeV in the proton channel, which originate in the proton $d_{5/2} \rightarrow s_{1/2}$ and $d_{3/2}$ excitations and corresponds to the splitting of $s_{1/2}$ and $d_{3/2}$. The GQR is 17.5 MeV lower than that of SkI3, which has no drastic change.

It is well known that the pairing correlation has a significant role to form the low-lying quadrupole modes, as reported in Refs. [36–40]. Therefore, we now discuss two cases ($^{46}$Ar$^{III}$ and $^{46}$Ar$^{III}$) in order to investigate the pairing effects to low-lying $2^+$ strength. The case $^{46}$Ar$^{III}$ is calculated by using SkI3 and the pairing strength $G_{\Delta_0}$ are determined to reproduce empirical $\Delta^p$ and $\Delta^s$ simultaneously; in short, the pairing correlation in the neutron channel is turned on. In the case of $^{46}$Ar$^{III}$, its pairing strengths are weakened to 85% of those of $^{46}$Ar$^{II}$. The calculated single-particle levels in Table III show that the pairing in neutron channel changes the occupation probability of each orbit, but does not strongly affect the single-particle energies. The distributions of the strength functions shown in Fig. 3 are not drastically changed by switching on the neutron pairing, except for a shoulder around 1.5 MeV which appears due to the partial occupation of neutron $p$ orbits. The major difference brought about by pairing correlation is the further enhancement of the low-lying collective mode. Here we check it by looking at the sum of the $E^2$ strengths below 5 MeV; $S_{E^2}^{46}$Ar$^{III}$ ($^{46}$Ar$^{I}$, $^{46}$Ar$^{III}$) = 109, 128, and 131 $e^2 f^4$ are obtained. These results indicate that the pairing correlation tends to enhance the low-lying collectivity, but its magnitude is sensitive to the pairing strength.

Here, we also comment on the comparison between the present result and experimental data. The lifetime measurement [8] reports a value about three times larger than $B(E2) \sim 570 e^2 f^4$ than that reported by Coulomb-excitation experiments [5,6], $B(E2) \sim 196 (218) e^2 f^4$. In all cases we tested, the low-lying strengths are less than 200 $e^2 f^4$, and hence supports the smaller value of $B(E2)$ reported by Coulomb excitation.

As a summary for this section, for all cases we tested, it is found that the low-lying collectivity is enhanced. It is also noted that the distribution and magnitude depend on the single-particle structure and pairing strength.

C. $^{42}$Si and $^{44}$S

The same mechanism also applies to other $N = 28$ isotones $^{44}$S and $^{42}$Si which are experimentally known to have deformed shape and low-lying $2^+$ states [9–21]. In the present calculation, the pairing strengths in both channels are chosen to reproduce empirical gap energies. $^{44}$S has a prolate shape ($\beta = 0.26$) with $\Delta^p = 2.37$ MeV and $\Delta^s = 1.12$ MeV, while $^{42}$Si has an oblate shape ($\beta = -0.27$) with $\Delta^p = 2.70$ MeV and $\Delta^s = 1.04$ MeV. It is noted that the pattern of the deformed shape of the $N = 28$ isotope is consistent with other theoretical results [29–32,51,52]. Figure 4 shows their strength functions. Deformation of these nuclei splits the strength functions in the $K = 0$ and 2 modes and makes their strength distributions even more complicated than those in previous sections. However, we can still identify very low-lying peaks which correspond to a couple of $2^+$ states with enhanced collectivity. It is noted that, for example, three $2^+$ states are observed in $^{44}$S [17] and our results may be associated with some of them.

We also estimated $2^+$ energies and $B(E2)$ of $^{44}$S and $^{42}$Si by using Eqs. (5) and (6), although quantitative comparison with observation is not possible because of deformation of these nuclei. The first peak of $^{44}$S at 1.0 MeV has a value of $B(E2) = 103 e^2 f^4$ and that of $^{42}$Si at 1.4 MeV has $B(E2) = 47 e^2 f^4$. Similar to $^{46}$Ar, the energies of $2^+$ states have shifted to lower energy, and their strengths are significantly increased compared with $^{48}$Ca. Indeed, in the experimental study of $^{44}$S [11,12,15,16], a couple of low-lying $2^+$ states and the enhancements of $B(E2)$ are reported; however, the observed $B(E2)$ is $310 \pm 90 e^2 f^4$ which is larger than our present result. This discrepancy could be
attributed to the rotational mode caused by deformation of the ground band, as reported by experiments [9,21]. It is also noted the linear response method occasionally underestimates the observed $B(E2)$ as reported by Scamps and Lacroix [35] which could be another reason for the disagreement in $^{44}$S and $^{42}$Si.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

We investigated the low-lying quadrupole vibrational modes of $N = 28$ isotones ($^{48}$Ca, $^{46}$Ar, $^{44}$S, $^{42}$Si) by using Cb-TDHF theory. The proton low-lying $2^+$ states of $^{48}$Ca have neutron single-particle nature, which is found from the comparison of fully self-consistent and unperturbed results. Our calculation reproduces well not only the single-particle levels of the ground state but also the first $2^+$ state and $B(E2)$ of $^{48}$Ca. We discuss the mechanism of low-lying $2^+$ excitation of other isotones based on the $^{48}$Ca results. The $2^+$ states of $^{46}$Ar have a mechanism similar to $^{48}$Ca, and the lowest peak indicates some collectivity which is triggered by proton hole states. Furthermore, we investigate the behavior of $2^+$ strength functions under the change of interaction [ph, pp(hh) channel] for $^{46}$Ar. From the investigation, we found that the peak position and the collectivity of the $2^+$ states strongly depend on the relation among the neutron $pf$-shell gap, the level spacing in the proton $sd$ shell, and the pairing strength. Our studies argue that the low-energy $2^+$ state bringing a strong collectivity can be generated by these three pieces, also in a spherical system. Additionally, we found that the pairing correlation does not always enhance the collectivity of low-lying $2^+$ states. In this study, we obtain prolate and oblate deformed ground states for $^{44}$S and $^{42}$Si. The multiple $2^+$ states which appear in deformed nuclei can be applied the argued mechanism, although it could not explain the lowest $2^+$ state of deformed nuclei. The mechanism of the $2^+$ excited state can be induced near the region to violate ordinary magicity. We will apply the mechanism to other candidates in future work.
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